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I. Introduction 

In the next hour I would like to review with you some of the 

interesting developments, both experimental and theoretical, which have 

occurred in the past six months to a year in the field of high energy photo- 

production and electroproduction. With the advent of SLAC, we have rapidly 

accumulated a vast amount of new high energy photoproduction data, some 

of which is summarized’ in Figure 1. Here we have many of the y + p - 

pseudoscalar meson + baryon differential cross sections which have been 

recently measured at high energies and we can already see two very striking 

lab 2 do general features of the data. First of all, (kY ) dt - = (s - gN,2 g appears 

to be roughly constant for lab k 
Y 

1 3 GeV/c and 0 I t L -1 (G~V/C)~ for every 

pseudoscalar meson + baryon photoproduction process measured. Secondly, 

although very different at small values of -t, beyond -t = 0.8 (CA?V/C)~ every 

differential cross section seems to be rather smooth, within a factor of three 

of the others, 

tion of both of 

3t and fall as roughly e . I do not know of any convincing explana- 

these general features of the data. 

II. Pion Photoproduction 

In the case of photoproduction of positive pions, the e3t behavior of 

the differential cross section continues all the way in to -t = rnf , and then 

do/dt zooms up by about a factor of two, giving the by now famous forward 

peak shown clearly in Figures 2 and 3. 2 This forward peak is, perhaps sur- 

prisingly, one of the few things that theorists could have predicted in advance 

of the experiments if we had been a little smarter and if the use of finite 

energy sum rules (FESR) had been developed a little sooner. To see this, 
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recall that for photoproduction of single pions there are four amplitudes, 

which we take to be the four parity conserving t-channel amplitudes Fl, F2, 

F3 and F4. 3 At t = 0 there is one kinematic relation among these amplitudes 

F’(O) = - tp2/2MN) F3 (Oh (1) 

which can be satisfied either trivially by both F2(0) and F3(0) being zero (a 

possibility called llevasion” by Regge pole theorists), or by both amplitudes 

being finite (called *‘con~piracy’~ ). In the former case, a study of the 

crossing matrix shows that g(t =0) vanishes, while in the latter case 

g(t = 0) is finite and non-zero. 

We recall that if an amplitude A(v, t) for v > vm has the high energy 

behavior 

AP, t) 
_ 1 e-irdt) 

-P(t) - sin 7T cr(t) (v/v,P), 
V+@J 

then we can write the FESR 

V 

J 

m p(t)(vm/vo)a(t)+n+l 
o (v/v,)” Im A(v, t) dv/vo = or(t)+n+l ’ (2) 

and use low energy data to evaluate the integral over ImA(v, t) on the left hand 

side in order to predict the Regge parameters on the right hand side. If we do 

this for the amplitudes F2(v, t) and F3(v, t), we find first of all that the inte- 

grals for small t are completely dominated by the nucleon Born terms, with 

the other low energy resonances and background providing corrections about 

20% as large which tend to cancel among themselves. Secondly, the amplitude 
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F2, which contains the pion pole, has a rapid variation between t =0 and -mz , 

while F3, which involves natural spin-parity exchanges, is slowly varying in 

the same t interval. The result of all this is a differential cross section 

which varies rapidly between t =-rn: and t = 0 and has the approximate magni- 

tude of the electric Born-approximation at t =0, which agrees with experiment 

as we have already seen in Figure 3. In fact, if we note from experiment2 

(see Figure 4) that the effective Regge spin, aeff(t) c 0 for -t 5 1 (G~V/C)~, 

then we can develop a “pseudomodel (1 of ?rr+ photoproduction where we simply 

integrate over the low energy data to get the t dependence of the high energy 

data. This has been done explicitly in a recent paper by Jackson and Quigg4, 

who obtain very impressive fits to the high energy data for -t 5 0.1 (GeV/c)’ 

in this way. 

Now, previously the sharp forward peak in 7r+ photoproduction (as 

well as n + p - p + n) has been the main evidence that the pion indulges in 

what is called an M = 1 conspiracy, i. e. , that the pion gives a non-zero con- 

tribution to F2(t =0), which is able to satisfy the kinematic constramt, Eq. (I), 

because of the existence of a parity doublet trajectory, ?I-~, which has or (0) = 
C 

a,(O) and contributes to F3(t =O). Although there have been a number of good 

fits to the data with this mode15, including a recent fit of Shih and Tung’ of 

K’h and K’Z , the idea of an M = 1 pion trajectory has been in a good deal of 

trouble during the past year, both theoretically and experimentally 728 , mainly 

because via factorization it predicts zeros in various amplitudes which are 

known not to have them. What the l*pseudomodell’ does is to show that one 

can obtain good fits to the data without any assumption of an M = 1 conspiracy, 

and in fact Jackson and Quigg, as well as Henyey et al. ‘, go on to show that -- 
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one can obtain a good fit to the photoproduction data with an evasive pion plus 

a cut due to absorption corrections 10 . The comparison of their pion plus 

absorption model for F 2 (t) and F 3 (t) with the *‘pseudomodel*’ is shown in 

Figure 5, where the lfpseudomodelff gives the solid curves (which fit the data 

very well). How the rapid variation of F2(t) arises is shown in Figure 6, 

9 taken from Henyey et al. , -- where it appears that the slowly varying cut con- 

tribution to the amplitude F2(v, t), A, interferes destructively with the rapidly 

varying evasive pion contribution to F2(v, t), B, to give a total amplitude with 

a sharp forward peak, M. Thus one can obtain a perfectly good fit to the near 

forward ?r+ photoproduction cross section without an M = 1 pion conspiracy 10 . 

In the past half year, not waiting for the theorists to catch up, the 

experimentalists have gone on to more detailed experiments, and have now 

supplied us with data on the ratio $y+n-7rn-+p)/$y+p--++n)by 

doing photoproduction on deuterium 11 , as seen in Figure 7, as well as experi- 

ments with polarized photons for both r+ and r- 12 photoproduction , as seen in 

Figures 8 and 9. The .-/rr’ ratio measures the interference of the ampli- 

tudes due to isoscalar photons (G= -t 1 exchange) and isovector photons (G = 

-1 exchange), for if we denote these amplitudes by As and Av respectively, 

then 

do/dt(y+n-n-+p) = I+A’-Av12 

do/dt(y+p-?r++n) I+As+Av12 ’ 

Experiments with linearly polarized photons, on the other hand, select out 

amplitudes due to the natural spin-parity (P(-l)J = + 1) or unnatural spin- 

parity (P(- l)J = - 1) exchanges if the photons are polarized perpendicular or 

(3) 
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parallel to the production plane, respectively. At high energies the contri- 

butions of the two different spin-parity sequences enter the differential cross 

section incoherently. 

Thus if we denote the various possible exchange amplitudes in 

charged pion photoproduction by: 

A2 if P(-l)J = + 1, G = -1 (includes quantum numbers of TV) 

P if P(-l)J = + 1, G=+l 

CA1 if P(-l)J = -1, G = -1 NE singlet or triplet State 

B if P(-l)J = -1, G=+l, 

then, using an obvious notation, we can write the various cross sections as 

yL 
-I-p--?r++n: IA2+p12 

yII 
+p--+in: IT +B12+ IAll 

?L 
+ n -L T- -t p: I-A2+p12 

I-n +Bl 2 
YII 

+n---+p: 2+l-All . 

Since we now have data on all these processes, we can go about systematically 

finding the magnitude of each exchange amplitude. If we do this we find that 
13 the data tell us : 

1. Very near t = 0, only G = -1 exchange is required, and we have 

equal contributions of natural and unnatural spin-parity exchange 

(e. g. , r and rc in the M = 1 conspiracy model). For -t 2 rnc 

the unnatural spin-parity (IT) contribution falls away and we have 

dominantly natural spin-parity. 
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2. There is no interference of 7r and B seen from -t = 0 to 

0.6 (GeV/c)‘. It is consistent to put B N 0 and Al = 0. 

3. A strong interference of A2 and p is needed (or rc and p), 

including the region -t = 0.6 (GeV/c)’ where Reggeized p 

exchange is supposed to vanish. Otherwise we cannot explain 

the small r-/n+ ratio in this region. We might take this as 

possible evidence either for cuts or for additional Regge poles 

with the p’s quantum numbers. 

As a result of experiments done last summer we also now have a 

good deal of experimental information on r” photoproduction at high energy. 

In Figure 10 we see the various measurements of the differential cross 

section14 at high energy, and Figure 11 is the polarized photon data from CEA 

at 3 BeV.15 The old Regge model which was used to explain this data in- 

16 volved w + B exchange , but this must be discarded because: 

1. The dip at -t = 0.6 (GeV/c)‘, which is expected from the non- 

sense zero in w-exchange, is, if anything, filling in as we go to high energy 

rather than getting deeper as we would expect if we were left at the dip with 

a B-exchange amplitude which dies away as the energy increases. 

2. The polarization data show that even in the dip region where w 

exchange is supposed to vanish, we have dominantly natural spin-parity 

exchange. 

3. For05 -t I 1.0 (GeV/c)’ we have Q! eff(t) = 0 from the da/dt 

measurements. 

4. Vector dominance arguments suggest that near the dip one has 

dominantly G = - 1 (from isovector photons) exchange 17 . 
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Thus again we have a good case for cuts or at least additional 

Regge trajectories, this time with the quantum numbers of the o. A recent 
18 paper by Capella and Tran Tranh Van , in fact, gets good agreement with 

both the differential cross section and polarization measurements using a 

model based on w plus w;Pomeron cut exchange. 

The past few months have also given us our first look at the pro- 

cess y + p - x- + L?+ at high energy ‘3. As shown in Figures 12 and 13 the 

differential cross sections for this process have the remarkably property of 

being essentially degenerate with the yp - n+n cross sections for 

-t 2 0.2 (Gev/c)2, while for smaller values of I -t I they increase like 
.12t until -t = rnz = 0.02 (GeV/c)‘, whereupon they drop as t - 0. How 

does one explain this final dip instead of the peak observed in y + p - n+n? 

Within the framework of models with cuts 10 there is a plausible explanation, 

although I know of no specific detailed calculations within such models of 
-I-+ yp-n-A . There are in fact two ‘lexplanations’l. The first one is that in 

one of the forward amplitudes the cut, instead of interfering destructively with 

the vanishing pion contribution at t - 0 as in y + p - 7~++ n, interferes con- 

structively with the “evasive” pion amplitude and thus produces a dip as 

t- 0. This explanation is very unlikely if one has a physical picture of cuts 

as arising from absorptive corrections in which case the interference should 

be destructive. Alternately, since there are two independent forward ampli- 

tudes for yp - 7r -A* instead of the single forward amplitude for yp -I- 
- T n, 

we could have the vanishing pion contribution in one of the amplitudes and a 

relatively constant cut contribution in the other, so that in the differential 

cross section which is the sum of their squares we again have a resulting for- 

ward dip. This latter explanation is certainly the more likely one. 
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III. The Vector Dominance Model for Pion Photoproduction 

One of the minor theoretical industries of the last couple of years 

has been gathering together the photoproduction data and comparing it with 

the data on p production by pions in order to test vector dominance. Up to 

the time of the Vienna conference things looked very good. For example, in 

Figure 14 we show the 11,20 comparison 21 with experiment of the relation : 

f %(YP [ 
- r+n) + $$y n - 7r- p) 1 

- wn). 

Here g e e = - is the rho-photon coupling constant, 
YP=$ 2yp 

g 
WY 

is the 

he1 omega-photon coupling constant, and pll is the helicity + 1 density matrix 

element of the vector meson. Because we have taken the sum of neutron and 

proton photoproduction cross sections, we have eliminated the isoscalar- 

isovector photon or corresponding p-w interference terms in the differential 

cross sections. Then, in as much as g2 1 2 = 
Y” 5 gYP 

and the not very well 

known w production differential cross sections appear to be definitely smaller 

than the corresponding p cross sections, we can safely neglect the second 

term on the right hand side. Thus we get the comparison with 20 experiment 

shown in Figure 14, which is rather impressive in shape and in absolute 

magnitude if we use yE/47r = 0.5. 

What has happened in the past few months is that the polarized 

photon data has come along and enabled us to make a much more sensitive 

test of the vector dominance model (VDM). If we write 4 and ci as the 

photoproduction cross sections for 7r* mesons produced by photons with 
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polarization perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the reaction plane, 

then we have the two relations: 

f (u1-t uJ ) = gtp (p p’ + p:_“:) $(r-p - p’n) 

(5) 

where we again have dropped the negligible w production term. The sum of 

Eqs. (5)gives the previous relation; Eq. (4), while the difference divided by 

the sum gives 

A@++*-) = (6) 

22 The comparison of this relation with experiment is shown in 

Figure 15, and we see that the agreement between Eq. (6) and experiment is 

very poor. The first reaction of many theorists to this is naturally to look 

for what could be wrong with the experiments. The main input to the left 

hand side of Eq. (6) comes from the DESY polarized photon data 12 , and we 

recall from Section II that just outside the forward peak in either nS or r- 

photoproduction they show uL >> o,, (recall Figures 8 and 9). This is in 

excellent agreement with the almost model independent predictions (the 

pseudomodel of Jackson and Quigg4) based on the low energy data and finite 

energy sum rules, so it is very unlikely that the polarized photon data is 

grossly wrong. This brings our attention to the p density matrix elements 

on the right hand side of Eq. (6) where one might well worry about questions 
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of interfering background in the rho meson signal in n-p - nf7r-n which 

could make the determination of the density matrix elements unreliable. 

One can only say that this question has been looked at by several groups of 

20,23 
people , and by taking various mass cuts they get the same answer; 

he1 namely that p1 l at t = - 0.2 and t = - 0.4 (GeV/c)’ is small and negative, 

which makes the right hand side of Eq. (6) small and negative while the left 

hand side is decidedly positive and greater than or equal to 0.4. 
.24 Another way out has been suggested by Bialas and Zalewskl 

who say that the VDM is not wrong unless one cannot find any frame with z 

axis in the scattering plane for the final vector meson in which the relations 

(5) hold. They then rotate about the normal to the production plane until they 

get to the Donohue-Hogaasen frame 25 where the second of relations (5) seems 

to work 24 . While I do not understand this point of view, one may still be 

interested to see if such a rotation of frames can patch up the discrepancy. 

Since rotating about the normal to the production plane does not change the 

first of the relations in Eq. (5) we compare it alone with experiment in Figure 

16 26 . We see a factor of two to three discrepancy out to -t = 0.4 (GeV/c)‘, 

so that the agreement is still poor. 

Basically, the discrepancy arises because the polarized photon data 

tell us that photoproduction proceeds dominantly through natural spin-parity 

exchanges, while the p density matrix indicates roughly equal amounts of 

natural and unnatural spin-parity exchange for this process. Thus, unless 

one can show that the p density matrix elements are very much different than 

what the presently available experiments indicate, the dynamics of the two 

processes appear to be different and no amount of juggling of frames or scale 

factors can change that and make the agreement good. 
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There have also been a few other recent tests of the VDM. If we 

are willing to make the additional assumption that the magnitude of da/dt for 

y + N - T + A does not change under s - u crossing (which would be true 

if only Regge trajectories of one signature were exchanged), then we have 

and now we can use the VDM to obtain, 

4 g(y +p-r-+ a’“) + g(y in-r++d) 
I 

(8) 
2 he1 da + 

= gyp pll z (n p-pod+) . 

We have again dropped an w production cross section which is negligible out 

to moderate values of t. Figure 17 again shows a disagreement by a factor of 

two to threez7 . 

A similar disagreement is found if we take the data 28 for 

K-p - p-Z+ at 5.5 C&V/c, assume I = l/2 exchange to relate this to 

K-p - ,o%‘, assume s - u crossing does not change the magnitude of da/dt 

to relate this to pop - K+E ‘, and then use the VDM to compare with 

YP - K+Z’. At t = - 0.4 (GeV/c)’ the disagreement is by a factor of ten, and 

the isoscalar part of the photon might give us a helpful factor of two, but not 

29 much more . In both these tests of VDM, however, we have the s - u 

crossing assumption to put the blame on, while the single pion photoproduction 

tests are independent of any such assumption and leave little room to avoid 

the discrepancy between theory and experiment discussed above. 
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IV. Sign of the 7r” - y y Decay Amplitude 

Before leaving the subject of single pion photoproduction on such 

a gloomy note, I would like to indicate one way in which some of the high 

energy data we have acquired is useful in other connections; in this case, in 

determining the sign of the 7r”- y y amplitude. The 7r”- yy amplitude is 

defined by 

S 4 1 = 
YY -To 

(27r) 6(q -kl-k2) 
e 

?A ~uF(q2)- (9) 

In perturbation theory, the triangle diagram with a proton going around the 

closed loop gives F(0) = -e2g,,,/4r2MN. In general, F(0) is proportional 

to a weighted average of the squares of the charges of the fermions in the 

loop. All this is of some current interest because of the work of Adler 
30 

, 

who has shown that the PCAC equations for the neutral members of the axial- 

current octet must be modified by an additional term arising from exactly 

these same closed fermion loop triangle diagrams. This additional term then 

gives a definite, non-zero, prediction for the 7r” - yy amplitude. The sign 

and magnitude of this amplitude is then sensitive to what model of elementary 

particles you use in the triangle graphs. Now we can get our hands on the 

sign experimentally by noting that one observes constructive interference bet- 

ween the Primakoff effect and the rest of the amplitudes involved in OTT’ photo- 

product ion 31 , as shown in Figure 18, where the solid line (dashed line) is what 

one expects for constructive (destructive) interference. Using FESR’s, we 

may translate this experimental observation into a statement that eF and - e%NN 

have the same sign 32 , in agreement in sign (and also magnitude) with the results 

of perturbation theory with a single proton loop! 
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V. Vector Meson Photoprcduction 

Let us now turn to a very different subject area, that of vector 

meson photoproduction, and in particular p photoproduction from nuclei. 

In the recent issues of Physical Review Letters, two new experiments have 

been reported on y A - p A, one at Cornell 33 at 6.2 GeV/c, and one at SLAC 34 

at 8.8 GeV/c. From these measurements one can extract two important 

numbers, the p N total cross section, CJ 
PN’ 

and within the context of the VDM, 

the y - p coupling constant, g c 
YP 

= e/f 
P 

= e/Zy . 
P 

The first number, 
PN’ 

may be obtained from observing the relative A dependence of x z ’ d”(t = tmin, A), 

together with a model of the nuclear density to use in calculating the absorption 

of rhos by the nuclear matter. In this way (see Figure 19) SIAC obtains 

OPN 
= 30 1: mb, while Cornell obtains (T 

PN 
= 38.5 f 4.5 mb, using somewhat 

different nuclear models, but with the same experimental A dependence. Given 

a value of (T 
PN’ 

then an absolute measurement of $fCtmin’ A) on any nucleus 

gives y:/4n. A heavy nucleus like Pb is better for this since it will be rather 

“black11 no matter what c 
PN 

is and hence the calculated value of $will not 

depend strongly on the exact value of apN as shown in Figure 19. From their 

data, SLAC obtains yp”/47r = 1.1 f 0.2 and Cornell, yp2/47r = 1.1 & 0.15, in dis- 

agreement with the older value from DESY 35 of 0.45 f 0.1 and the value from 

the colliding rings 36 , 0.52 f 0.03, when the p rather than the photon is on its 

mass shell. 

Is y,2/47r = 0.5 or = 1.0 on the photon mass shell? If we look at 

Figure 2037, we see what appears to be good evidence from many places that 

yi/47i- = 0.5 on the photon mass shell. A closer look, however, reveals not 

such a clear picture. Numbers 3, 4 and 8 are in some doubt because of the 
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discrepancy with the VDM for polarized photons we discussed earlier, 

Number 7 should probably not be trusted to better than a factor of two in any 

case, since, aside from questions of the validity of the VDM for single pion 

photoproduction, it involves subtracting data from several different bubble 

chamber experiments. Number 2 implicitly assumes, in dispersion theory 

language, that the pion charge form factor obeys an unsubtracted dispersion 

relation which is dominated for q2 -N 0 by the rho meson. This allows one to 

obtain the relation y 
P 

= y,,, from the normalization of the charge form 

factor at q2 = 0, FT(0) = 1, and then use the p - TUT width to get yPn and 

hence yp . This may or may not be correct since (l) a priori one does not -- 

know if such an unsubtracted dispersion relation for a charge form factor is 

correct, and (2) judging from the radius of either FT(q’) or Gz(q’) it appears 

that such an unsubtracted dispersion relation dominated by the rho meson 

near q2 = 0 is not the case for either choice of the nucleon’s charge form factors. 

Number 6 leads to 
[ 
(y,2/4*)(yp2,,/4n) 1 -1 = 2.1 it 0.2 using the 

Gell-Mann-Sharp-Wagner model 38 for w decay and the present values 39 for 

r @J - nr>/r (0 - 37r). If we assume yp = ymr we get yz/47r = 0.7 & 0.1, but 

if we put in Y:~/~R = 0.5 - 0.6 from the p-width, then we have y:/4rr = 0,9 f 0.1. 

Thus we are left with Numbers 1 (if we believe certain experimental results 

on U 
YP 

and g(y+p -. p”+ p) t =o) and 5 as showing that y,2/47r = 0.5 on the 

photon mass shell, while Cornell and SLAC get yz/4n N 1.0. 

I have frankly gone through the list in Figure 20 in a very critical 

way, perhaps more so than many of the individual entries deserve. But my 

main point is not that almost every entry is doubtful in one way or another, 

but that we should all be a little more careful in accepting too quickly certain 
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experimental results because they fit a preconceived notion of what we might 

expect them to be. 

Taking at face value the Cornell and SLAC value of y:/47r = 1.0 

on the photon mass shell, while the colliding beams give yt/47r = 0.5 on the 

rho mass shell, what can we do to fix the troubles with the VDM we find here 

also? Theoretically there are a number of paths open to us, such as a q2 

dependence of yp , additional vector mesons, and/or hadronic form factors to 

make the cross sections or amplitudes for zero-mass rhos different from 

those of rhos on the mass shell, To help us in choosing among the various 

paths we can, and should, do certain further experiments. First of all, it 

will be interesting to get the da/dt measurements of SLAC on II2 at 9 GeV/c 

to check do/dt = (e/2yp)’ (riN/16ri at their energy, as well as their data at 

16 GeV/c. Second, one should look hard for higher mass vector mesons, 

which may be invoked to cure some of the difficulties of vector dominance, as 

had been done by various people, including several 40 here at Toronto. Third, 

it will be interesting to study both the energy and A dependence of photon- 

nucleus total cross sections 41 and to thus observe the increased shielding 

(shown in Figure 21) at higher energies due to the diffractive production of 

vector mesons, which changes the A dependence of oT(yA) from being pro- 

portional to A toward being proportional to A 2/3 , as expected for hadronic- 

nuclear cross sections at high energies. 

VI. Multibody Photopr oduction 

I would like to note one more kind of photoproduction experiment, 

which is just beginning. These are the multibody photoproduction processes; 
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a first analysis of the results of a bubble chamber exposure to the mono- 

chromatic photon beam at SLAC (from eS annihilation) has recently come 

out42. In addition to clear signals for yp - pop, yp - wp, yp - n A, 

YP -pA, etc., a great proliferation of other resonant final states such as 

7rpA, TUA, etc. has been found. This promises to be a very rich area of 

research in the near future. 

VII. High Energy Electroproduction 

By now everyone here should be completely familiar with the 

kinematics of electroproduction where one detects only the final electron: 

If the incident electron has energy E and the final electron energy Et then 

the electroproduction experiments can be summarized intwo structure functions, 

Wl and W2, which depend on the two variables v = q. = E - E1 and q2, the 

energy and four-momentum squared of the virtual photon. The connection 

between the cross-section for scattering into a given final electron energy, 

E’, and angle, 0, and the functions Wl and W2 is 43 

d2, 4,‘E’ 2 -= 
dadE’ 

cl4 
2 sin2 e/z wl( v, q2) + c0s2 e/z w,p, q2) 1 . (10) 

The only other bit of kinematics I wish to note is that if we wish to 

relate Wl and W2 to total photoabsorption cross sections for virtual photons, 

then we have for large v and fixed q2 that 44 

vw2 - q2(ut17+ OS) 

01) 

w1 --VU T ’ 
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where aT(v, q2) and cs(v, q2) are the total cross sections for transversely 

and longitudinally polarized virtual photons, respectively. 

45 It was originally suggested by Bjorken that one may have a 

possible universal form as v, q2 - ~0 

v W2 - F2 (v/q’) 

WI - Fl(~/q2) , 

which is supported for v W2 by the 6’ data shown in Figure 22. 46 The original 

motivation for such a universal form came from models where the nucleon is 

made out of point-like constituents which interact with the virtual photon in a 

regime (infinite momentum frame, large v and q2) where the impulse approxi- 

mation is valid for the interaction of the photon with the constituents of the 

nucleon. Such a picture, as developed by Bjorken 47 (originally with consti- 

tuents called quarks) and by 48 Feynman (with constituents called !‘partons”), 

does indeed lead naturally to a universal form for v W2. Some recent work on 

such constituent models has been done at SLAC by Bjorken and Paschos 
49 

. 

More recently there has been a shift in the theoretical emphasis of 

preprints on this subject to models which are essentially of a diffraction or 

multiperipheral type, or in other words involve Pomeranchukon exchange. 

The first paper along these lines that I know of is that of Harari 
50 

. The 

motivation for such a theory is the flatness of the experimental curve (see 

Figure 22) for v W,(v, q’)(recall from Eq. (11) that this means a constant 

total cross section at fixed q2) all the way down to v/q2 N 2, and that the 

resonance bumps all seem to be going away rapidly as q2 increases. Some 
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recent papers in this general category are by Abarbanel, Goldberger and 

Tr eiman 51 ; Drell, Levy andYan 52 53 ; and by Sakurai . 

Although these two types of theories are not necessarily in con- 

flict with one another, they do emphasize different aspects of the subject. 

The constituent models easily yield a universal form for v W2, but have 

trouble in explaining the flatness of the observed v W2 vs. v/q2 curves. On 

the other hand, the diffraction models have no trouble explaining the flatness 

of the curves for v W2, being motivated by it in the first place, but the 

universal form for v W2 has to be imposed a posteriori. 54 

There are two types of experiments which will help us in choosing 

between theories. First is electroproduction off neutrons, since diffraction 

models say that the neutron and proton cross sections should be the same, 

while constituent theories say in general that they are different (depending 

of course on the constituents). Second is the separation of cT and as, or 

equivalently Wl and W2. II-I constituent models we expect that at large q2 

cT >> CT (CJ >> u SS T ) if the constituents interacting with the photon are fermions 

(bosons). As for diffraction models, the separation of uT and cs will permit 

us to make a critical test of models such as Sakurai’s which make specific 

predictions of uS/uT. 
53 

The beginnings of a separation of us and uT, at 

least, we can expect to see accomplished in the next few months. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 - Summary of y + p - pseudoscalar meson f baryon differential 

cross sections from Ref. 1. 

Figure 2 - Differential cross sections at high energies for y + p - T++ n 

Figure 3 - 

Figure 4 - 

Figure 5 - 

Figure 6 - 

from Ref. 2. 

Differential cross sections at high energies and small momentum 

transfers for y + p - r++ n from Ref. 2. 

Effective value of the exchanged Regge spin o(t), from 

do,/& cc s~@)--~ for the process y + p - rSf n. 

Comparison of the pion plus Regge cut (dashed curves) model with 

the “pseudomodel (solid curves), from Ref. 4. 

Example of how the destructive interference of the llevasiveY’ 

Figure 7 - 

Figure 8 - 

Figure 9 - 

Figure 10 - 

Figure 11 - 

Figure 12 - 

pion amplitude, B, and the Regge cut amplitude, A, can generate 

a forward peak in the net amplitude, M, from Ref. 9. 

Measurements of the 7~~ /n+ ratio from photoproduction on deuterium 

at high energy, from Ref. 11. 

The ratio c= $q; for the process y + p - n’+ n with 

polarized photons from C. Geweneger et al., Ref. 12. -- 
(J, 

Summary of the measurements of Ref. 12 of c = -L - O” for 

both 7~’ and rr- photoproduction. 
C! + a” 

Measurements of Ref. 14 of do/dt for y + p - 7r” + p at high energy. 

Polarized photon data at k lab 
Y 

=3GeV/cofRef. 15fory -I-p--‘+p. 

Differential cross sections for y + p - rr- + L?, from Ref. 19. 

Figure 13 - Small momentum transfer differential cross sections for 

y + p - 7~~ + A++, from Ref. 19. 



Figure 14 

Figure 15 

Figure 16 

Figure 17 

Figure 18 

Figure 19 
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11,20 Comparison of the VDM relation, Eq. (4), with experiment 

using g”, = 4 x 10-3. 
, . 

22 Comparison of the VDM relation, Eq. (6), with experiment. 

The crosses are values for A(a+ + 7r- ) from photoproduction, and 

the circles are values for p~~~/p~ from n-p - P’n. 

26 Comparison of the first of Eqs. (5) with experiment, which is 

independent of rotations about the normal to the production plane. 

y2/47r = 0.52 was used in the comparison. 
P 

27 Comparison of the VDM model relation, Eq. (8), with 

experiment at 8 (&V/c. 

31 Observation of the interference between the Primakoff effect 

(one photon exchange) and the rest of the amplitudes in no photo- 

production. The solid curves are for constructive interference 

and the dashed curves for destructive interference. 

(a) Best fit (solid line) to the A dependence of the forward cross 

section for y -I- A - p + A normalized to Cu, from Ref. 34. The 

best fit gives uPN = 31 i 4 mb. 

(b) Values of ‘yp2/47r deduced from measurements of the forward 

cross section for y + A - p + A on various nuclei using u 
PN 

= 31 mb. 

(C) Relation between yi/4n and uPN for various nuclei given 

the measured values of the forward cross section at SI,AC~~. 

Table of values for y,2/47r deduced from different experiments and 

theoretical calculations, from Ref. 37. 

Prediction of the energy and A dependence of the photon-nucleus 

total photoabsorption cross sections assuming rho dominance, from 

Brodsky and Pumplin, Ref. 41. 

Plot of the 6’ data of Ref. 46 against o = p/q2. F(w) = v W2 (v,q2) is 

plotted under the two assumptions R = aT/oS equals infinity to zero. 

Figure 20 - 

Figure 21 - 

Figure 22 - 
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